A quick look back on 2017
We both celebrated the milestone 65th birthday – Jean in July at the last CSM music course to be
held in Sherborne and Howard in December by renting Fort Clonque on Alderney for the
weekend (unexpectedly extended to Tuesday by the weather). Neither of us has managed to retire
yet, with Jean continuing to work sporadically (ie just as much as ever) and Howard changing role
to Company Secretary of LINX and trying to work just 3 days a week.
As we did finally succeed in buying half a narrowboat, Lady’s Smock, we’re going to need to find
some more time in 2018 to cruise it on the canals. The boat will nominally be moored at Fazeley,
but we’re hoping to take it around the network - time and crew permitting. Our friends Mary and
Laurence have the other half. We had intended to have one built for us, but the timescale, silly cost
and finding one that was pretty much what we wanted meant buying Lady’s Smock happened
instead. It’s currently having some changes made to the layout for us.
We’ve taken a few holidays – not all on the UK canals. Our regular October break with Carolyn
and Chris was on the French waterways – cruising from Decize to Sancerre. We popped down to
see Mej and Glenda in Lausanne before a journey back diverting via Luxembourg for the cheap
petrol. In June we continued our theme of stirring unrest in places by visiting Barcelona. Watch
out for problems in Myanmar where we’re headed for the Xmas holiday. In the spring we hired a
cottage on the Cragside estate in Northumberland for a few days walking and sightseeing (also
joined by Carolyn and Chris).
We hope you are well and wish you all the best for next year – maybe welcoming you aboard
Lady’s Smock over the summer?
The big picture was taken on our trip to Hawaii last year and is a nice antidote to the UK weather!
The small pictures are closer to home: France, Switzerland, Alderney; Catalonia, Lady’s Smock, France;
Winkworth, Birthday lunch, Cragside.

